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ABSTRACT
VISION-BASED HUMAN DIRECTED ROBOT GUIDANCE

Richard B. Arthur
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science

This paper describes methods to track a user-defined point in the vision of a robot
as it drives forward. This tracking allows a robot to keep itself directed at that point
while driving so that it can get to that user-defined point. I develop and present two new
multi-scale algorithms for tracking arbitrary points between two frames of video, as well
as through a video sequence. The multi-scale algorithms do not use the traditional
pyramid image, but instead use a data structure called an integral image (also known as a
summed area table). The first algorithm uses edge-detection to track the movement of
the tracking point between frames of video. The second algorithm uses a modified
version of the Moravec operator to track the movement of the tracking point between
frames of video. Both of these algorithms can track the user-specified point very quickly.
Implemented on a conventional desktop, tracking can proceed at a rate of at least 20
frames per second.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
When a human user instructs a robot to accomplish some task, it is important for
that user to be able to give the robot the command and then leave it alone. This is
because the user will not want to devote all their attention to that robot but shift their
attention between several different tasks instead.
Researchers at Brigham Young University (BYU) have introduced a metric for
using multiple robots known as neglectability [WOO03]. When a robot can be neglected
for a longer period of time, the human user can be more efficient. This efficiency can be
manifest in two ways. First, the user can leave the robot alone for longer while working
on a different task. Second, the user can leave the robot alone while instructing more
robots. When neglectability is high, the user uses their time more efficiently. When the
neglectability is low, the user’s time is not used efficiently.

1.1

Robot Instruction
Figure 1 shows an example of a view from a robot. The ideal way of using the

robot is for the user can click on a point in the scene, and the robot will drive toward and
ultimately stop on top of that point. Down the center of the screen are a couple of lines.
As long as the point the user clicked is in-between those lines, the robot will drive
forward. If the point is outside of the vertical edges, the robot will turn to face that point
again, and then drive forward to drive on it. Having the robot reach the clicked point
accurately is paramount so that the user can neglect the robot for the longest amount of
time.

1

Click To Drive
Forward

Figure 1 – Simple point and click interface

Keeping the robot on course to its assigned goal can be accomplished in several
ways. The simplest way is to use wheel odometry to track and update the movement of
the robot. Odometry, in this sense, measures the number of rotations of the wheel, or
fractions thereof.

Odometry, though, is not a high-fidelity system of measurement:

wheels also have a tendency to slip and as a result cannot accurately measure the distance
the robot covers. If the robot relies purely on odometry to get around, the user must
monitor the robot continually to correct its course when its wheels slip or it drifts because
of uneven ground.

1.2

Robot Driving Situations
Robots need to be able to drive in many different situations. In search and rescue

situations, a human user could control several robots simultaneously to explore a
collapsed building for victims, and when the neglectability of the robots is high, that user
can be more effective with their time. If a group of robots can be used to navigate in very
2

confined spaces, such as through air conditioning ducts, inspections and repairs could be
made much more efficiently because several robots can navigate around the ductwork
simultaneously under the direction of a human user. Also, if several expendable robots
can be sent to infiltrate an enemy complex or building, reconnaissance could be
accomplished more quickly because several places could be inspected at once, or fewer
people could inspect the same places.

Figure 2 – View of hallway from robot

Figure 2 shows the hallway of the BYU Computer Science Department building
as our robot sees it. A user who wants to direct the robot to go to where the red arrow
points would just need to click that point on the screen. While waiting for the robot to
reach the end of the hall, the user could then do some other task.
If the robot is centered in the hallway and instructed to drive to the end of the hall,
it will often run into the wall after about 20 feet if it is relying entirely on odometry for
wheel control. This is not acceptable. This means that the robot must be stopped and
corrected at least three times on its way to the end of the hall. The further the robot can
drive down the hallway without interaction from the user, the better.
3

Figure 3 – View of sidewalk from robot

Another situation where the robot could be driven is on the sidewalk of the
Brigham Young University campus (Figure 3). This sidewalk, although generally flat
and very firm, is a rough surface to be traveling on. Most of it is brick, so as the robot
drives, it will rock around slightly, constantly changing its direction of movement. This
is an exaggeration of what the robot would encounter on typical sidewalks but is a good
place to try and instruct the robot. A human user may want the robot to explore where
the red arrow is pointing. To get there the user would just click on the screen where that
arrow is pointing. The robot would then try and drive forward to that point. Because the
robot is on a rough surface, actually getting to the user-specified position while only
using odometry is not likely.

4

Figure 4 – View of lawn from robot

A third possible place for driving a robot is in a more natural environment.
Figure 4 shows a grassy area that may need to be explored. The user may want to
navigate toward the row of bushes in front of the robot (where the red arrow is pointing).
Clicking on that point instructs the robot to drive forward toward that point. When
driving on grass, the roughness of the ground will cause the robot to rock quite a bit.
Even though to humans this ground is fairly smooth, the robot’s wheels are far more
sensitive to the subtle unevenness of grass. Relying on pure odometry for wheel control
will not get the robot where it should go.

1.3

Learning from Humans
Several systems have been developed to improve the accuracy of tracking a

robot’s movement. Many robots use sonar to detect and track features in its environment.
Other robots use lasers to measure distances to obstacles. Finally, some robots use vision
to detect and track features in their environment.

5

When observing how humans navigate in their environment, many things can be
learned. Humans have terrible odometry. If a human must walk somewhere without
their eyes, they tend to walk slower, walk into obstacles, and walk in circles. When a
human uses their eyes to compensate for their poor odometry, they are much more
accurate at reaching their goals. While reaching their goals, people tend to fixate on their
goals [MUR96] and are not necessarily concerned about staying exactly on their line-ofsight course to their goal.
Many robot systems use internal maps of their environment to help them navigate
more accurately. People do not necessarily have internal maps to help them navigate in
their environments. A person generally tracks their position relative to their goal. People
also tend to fixate on and navigate toward sub-goals, working their way toward final
goals.
Navigating with accurate measurements of obstacle distances is not very
important. People rarely have an accurate sense of distance, even for objects that are
nearby. But people still navigate very accurately because they have an accurate sense for
their own proportions as well as relative distances. Precise movement is not necessary
until a person is near their goal, and even then, most movement near a goal does not need
to be precise.
Having a robot that can adjust its direction on the fly is very important when the
robot is intended to be human directed. Furthermore, a robot that does not act in ways
similar to how a person navigates can cause confusion to a user (for example, stopping
periodically to take measurements of distances). Using fast robot vision would allow a
robot to collect data and make decisions on the fly much more easily.

6

Modeling the behavior of humans in robots can yield robots that are easier to use
and more flexible in rough environments.

Such robots typically use environment-

sampling systems such as sonar and vision.
Ideally, the robot will be able to enter and navigate in new environments easily.
The robot must be able to operate simultaneously with other similarly designed robots in
the environment. The robot must also be able to operate silently: it should be able to
work in covert situations. Although the robot being tested is quite noisy (its wheel
movement is loud), other robots using its sensing systems could be designed to be
stealthy.
Obstacle detection and avoidance is a difficult problem. It will not be addressed
in this thesis.

1.4

Goal
The goal of this thesis is to use robot vision as a proxy for a human user. First,

the user instructs the robot on a goal to achieve by clicking on a point indicating where
the robot should go. Then, as the robot drives, the robot tracks the point that the user
instructed it to drive to. If the point being tracked drifts to either side of the center of the
robot’s vision, the robot treats the point like a click from the user: turn to look at the
point, and drive toward it (resume driving).
The more accurately the robot can track a point using vision, the further the robot
can drive unattended. Two algorithms have been developed for this thesis to help the
robot track a point in its vision. The first algorithm tracks points reasonably well and is
described in Chapter 4. The second is described in Chapter 5 and tracks points very well.
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These algorithms are also very fast: they can track points at a rate of at least 20 frames
per second.

1.5

Measurements
There are two ways of measuring the algorithms presented in this thesis. First, a

set of image pairs with annotations (called a “gold standard”) is created and used to test
how well the algorithms perform when compared to how a human tracks points. The
performance of the first and last algorithms are measured against this gold standard and
documented in their respective chapters. The second measurement is how well the robot
drives unattended. The robot is instructed to drive 75 feet forward, and when it drifted
more than 3 feet to either side of where it should have driven, the robot was stopped, and
its driving distance measured. As with the first metric, the ability of the first and last
algorithms to drive forward straight will be measured and documented in their respective
chapters.
A robot designed to search in new environments is expected to have certain
features.

Most importantly, the robot must be able to enter and navigate in new

environments easily. For this reason the gold standard contains images from several
different environments. The robot was also driven in several different environments to
assess the quality of the driving code.
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Chapter 2. Previous Work
There have been several systems designed to correct robot position and
orientation (pose) within their environments. These systems can be grouped into three
groups: odometry, active sensing, and passive sensing. Odometry uses wheel sensors to
detect and make movements. Active sensing involves broadcasting the medium used to
sense features. Passive sensing systems collect data using a medium that already exists in
the environment.
Associated with these forms of sensing, there is often an internal map of the
robot’s environment. The map is often in a form that is corollary to the style of sensing
being used. There are many problems where a robot does not know its environment and
yet needs to be able to navigate within it. The robot may be on Mars, exploring a
volcano, or entering into some disaster zone that is dangerous for people to enter. If the
robot must know the layout of its environment before it can travel, its realm of uses
becomes very limited. To have a map of an environment, the environment must be
explored.

This precludes allowing the robot to enter into a completely foreign

environment.
In most systems for correcting pose, the major goal is to make sure the robot
knows its pose. Knowing pose is not necessarily important for driving. If a robot knows
where its goal is relative to itself, then it can work toward approaching its goal. Most
robot designs involve helping a robot avoid obstacles but not necessarily helping the
robot reach a particular user-specified goal. Many of these systems that avoid obstacles
keep maps of their environment, as well as the robot’s pose relative to everything.
Having a map to help it reach its goal is not an important thing to have. When the robot
9

knows its relation to a goal, instead of its relation to some arbitrary point within an
environment, it can navigate in the world without constantly updating its position, just its
direction. This way a robot does not need to keep track of its coordinates (as well as the
coordinates of many other features in its environment), just a direction of travel and
distance.

2.1

Active Sensing
There are two styles of active sensing systems commonly used in robot

construction: sonar and laser range finders. Sonar broadcasts sound waves and then
detects them to make distance measurements. Laser range finders use lasers to measure
distances to objects.
Robots that use sonar cannot be used in situations that require stealth. In some
cases, a robot needs to be extremely quiet, especially in covert operations. Sonar requires
the robot to make noise for it to sense objects in its environment. This can easily alert
anyone to its presence.

2.1.1

Sonar
Sonar-based driving is effective for obstacle avoidance, but it can be time-

consuming. Due to the noisy nature of sonar data, a robot typically must stop when it
senses an object in its path, gather data for a few seconds to help cancel noise and gain a
high-fidelity picture of the scene. The robot then looks for edges of the obstacle in front
of it so that it can accurately navigate around the obstacle [BOR89]. More modern
systems can collect and process data more quickly but still must use many software tricks
to cancel sonar sensor noise.
10

Sonar-based driving is also a very good system for obstacle avoidance but not for
tracking a goal. Sonar can only pick up obstacles that are nearby, so when the robot gets
near those obstacles, it can then see and avoid them. When the goal is distant, or has no
recognizable features that appear with sonar sensing, the robot cannot sense the goal and
thus cannot track the goal. This also means that for a robot to drive straight, it must have
obstacles nearby so that it has reference points for maintaining pose and tracking its goal.
A specific application of sonar sensing is an assistive wheelchair. Sonar is used
to detect a wall and then follow that wall, so that the user does not need a steady hand to
direct the chair. Unfortunately, the wheelchair needs to have a wall nearby to follow.
This precludes driving the chair in an environment without walls such as in a park or
large auditorium [LEV99]. Being able to navigate outside of man-made structures is
often very important to the mobility of handicapped people, as well to other users of this
wall-following technology.
In most cases, robots that navigate using sonar will build internal representations
of the safety of various directions of movement. These safety fields are often called
“Virtual Force Fields” [BOR89] [KWO95] or “Vector Field Histograms” [BOR91].
These fields are basically arrays of data (a 2-D surface with a third value) that describe
the safety of a direction of movement: safety being better for distant objects than near
objects. These fields are accumulations, over time, of the sonar data collected. Because
of the noisy nature of sonar sensing, the sensing must be collected over time and
averaged to smooth out the safety field. The robot can then steer itself toward regions
that are generally safe: regions that have a minimum of danger. This is an effective and
quick system for navigating in an environment and avoiding obstacles. But, if there are

11

no obstacles nearby to reflect sound waves at the robot, the robot cannot correct its
driving very well at all: it has no reference points to use for making judgments.
In environments where multiple robots need to operate simultaneously, using
sonar as an obstacle detection algorithm can be problematic.

The sonar sensing

performed by one robot can interfere with the sensing performed by another robot.
Assuming that no two robots will reside in the same environment limits the number of
interesting environments that these robots could explore. There have been, however,
several systems designed to allow multiple sonar-sensing robots to occupy the same
space, to varying degrees of success and ease of use.

2.1.2

Laser Range Finders
Laser-based range finders are similar to sonar systems in how they work:

broadcast a signal, and then sense it to measure distances. Laser-based range finders can
often work faster and over larger distances than normal sonar-based sensing though.
A particular robot design uses a laser to sense distances to various walls and other
obstacles before navigating around rooms. The robot must periodically stop, measure,
and then navigate toward its destination.

Although the robot gets very precise

measurements with which to make decisions, it takes time to gather that information so
that it can make its decisions. As it progresses toward a distant goal, it must sense
distances periodically to help it update its pose, which can take substantial amounts of
time, especially since it must stop completely to get accurate measurements [JEN99].
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2.1.3

Failures of Active Sensing
Active sensing is not adequate for this problem for several reasons.

Most

importantly, active sensing will often interfere with other robots that also sense actively
in that environment. Active sensing needs to be fast and of high quality for good data to
be extracted from it and for a human user to interact with it. Sonar is noisy, and laser
range finders are slow. Finally, active sensing systems need to work in environments
where obstacles may not be nearby, and while laser range finders can operate in those
environments, sonar cannot.

2.2

Image Sensing
There is a major style of passive sensing that can be implemented in robots:

vision. There are two major variants of vision that are used in robot design: “mapped
vision” and “visual servoing”. Mapped vision correlates features found in robot vision to
an internal map of the environment within which the robot is navigating. Visual servoing
involves pointing the robot’s camera at a target, and driving such that the camera is
always pointed at that target.
Vision is a great system for passive sensing because it does not broadcast sound
or light (or any other medium). Such a passive-sensing system does not interfere with the
sensing performed by other similarly designed robots within an environment. As a result,
this scales well to allow many robots to operate within an environment simultaneously.
Vision is also good because it allows for stealthy navigation within an environment: it
can collect data without making any noise and it can be sent into places where it needs to
be quiet and successfully navigate around.

13

Vision can even be used to sense the distance of objects in an environment. Using
stereovision, images from both cameras can be correlated, and as a result, a 3D
representation of an environment can be constructed.

Using a single camera, and

knowledge about movement within an environment, a pseudo-stereovision system can be
used, which can glean distance information from changes between two images.

2.2.1

Mapped Vision
Many robots collect information from cameras but have an internal map of their

environment. The features that the robot collects from its camera are compared to
features within the map to help the robot correct its pose. Unfortunately, this requires
previous knowledge of the environment, which is not good when exploring new
environments. This problem applies to all the robot designs mentioned in this section.
Edges are by far the most popular feature extracted from images. Many robots
detect vertical edges and use the position of those edges relative to the robot to estimate
the robot’s pose. The robot will often have a large data structure containing all the
vertical edges possible in its environment, and will then find its locally detected edges
within that data structure. The located edges help the robot fine-tune its pose within its
environment by comparing the edges it finds to the edges that are known to exist in the
environment. Their positions in the robots vision give a more accurate measurement of
where the robot actually is [DAV99] [MUN98] [OHY98] [YAG95].
Other edge detection systems detect curved edges. This allows the edges on
rounded objects to be detected. Then those edges can be looked up in a database of
known edges to help the robot localize itself [ZHA92]. Although detecting curved edges
results in edges that are more descriptive of the environment (because they can be
14

matched against other curved edges that are known to exist in the environment), and thus
more accurate localization, detecting these curved edges is a very slow process and may
not allow the robot to make decisions quickly enough for the robot to be interactive for
human users.
Some robots use different camera configurations to help the robot collect more or
better data. One such configuration is to use an omni-directional camera to collect
images from the scene. These cameras are usually pointed at a semi-circular mirror, or a
conical mirror above the robot [YAG95]. In this way, the robot can collect edges in all
directions around the robot. Unfortunately, human users cannot easily interact with
omni-directional views, unless image transforms are performed on the omni-directional
images and a window of viewing is shown.
Other robots use stereoscopic vision to detect features and get distance
measurements. Finding edges within each image and then correlating them is the usual
process of getting these distance measurements. The change in distances between edges,
and knowledge about the camera’s properties, can give reasonably accurate distance
estimates.
One speedup that is often used to collect edges from images, and especially to
match the edges between stereo images, is to use sub-samples of those images to initially
detect edges. As edges are detected in lower-resolution images and matched up, they are
subsequently detected in higher-resolution images until the original image has its edges
detected. This style of edge matching focuses processing in higher-resolution images in
the portions of the image where edges were detected in low-resolution images, instead of
examining every pixel in the full-resolution image [ACH98] [MOA02]. Because of sub-
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sampling, the edges can be detected and matched quickly, but the edges must stand out in
the sub-sampled images, otherwise they will not be detected at all.
Man made environments have very strong edge features that are sometimes used
for navigation by robots. For example, a particular robot design observes edges in
ceilings caused by ceiling tiles [LAN99]. Using several image-processing filters, the
robot can find the edges of the ceiling tiles. Using the robot’s estimated position, and the
known position of the ceiling tiles, the robot can correct its estimated pose: it looks in its
repository of know ceiling tile positions near its estimated position (estimated from
odometry) to get an accurate position. In some situations this design is good because
extraneous objects near the robot will not distract it: there is not likely anything to be
moving above the robot. But, this robot can only be used in environments with ceiling
tiles: with a clear sky, solid ceiling, or trees overhead, the robot would easily become
lost.
Each of these robots mentioned in this section have various ingenious systems for
correcting pose. Unfortunately each of these systems requires previous knowledge of the
environment before it can navigate successfully within that environment.

This

knowledge allows the robot to keep track of its position relative to some arbitrary origin
within the environment.
environments easily.

This does not, however, allow the robot to explore new

Some robots could collect features within the environment to

dynamically build their internal map, but such systems are difficult to build dynamically
because of wheel slippage while collecting data and because of aliasing of scenes across
images collected from the camera. Being able to explore new environments effortlessly
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is very important for exploratory robots, especially when several robots can be used
simultaneously.

2.2.2

Visual Servoing
Visual servoing involves fixating on a point in the distance and moving the

camera to center itself on that point. The camera may be able to move independently of
the robot, or it may be fixed on the robot so that the robot must move to change where the
camera faces.
Several robots have been developed that use visual servoing as a driving
paradigm. These robots, however, often have the same drawbacks that mapped vision
systems have: the robots track their pose within the environment by comparing visual
features to an internal map of the environment. Although all these robots could be
classified as being part of the mapped vision robot category, mapped vision is just an
implementation choice and has no integral ties to visual servoing.
One robot implementation uses visual servoing to put itself into a known position
so that it can reset its pose estimates [BER02]. This robot is called ODIS, and is
designed to work in a parking lot, inspecting cars.

Periodically, because of wheel

slippage, and inaccurate odometry, the robot needs to reset its pose estimates. The robot
turns so that its camera faces parking lot lines, and can then figure out exactly where it is
located within the parking lot. It figures out what lines it is near based upon its estimated
pose. In this situation, where the robot works in one environment for its entire lifetime,
being able to reset itself in this way is an effective solution. However, if the robot were
to be placed in a completely foreign environment, it would not be able to function
properly.
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Most robots that use visual servoing are actually robotic arms fixed to a table or
other immobile surface. These robotic arms often have a camera on the end of the arm,
which is then used to help track and correct the pose of the arm. These are considered
“eye-in-hand” robots. Some eye-in-hand solutions require a priori information to track
the robot’s pose and adjust accordingly [AND02] [SIM02].
designed to help helicopters follow roads [MAH01].

One such system was

This system finds and tracks

parallel lines. Being designed to take advantage of man-made environments, or just
having knowledge of the working environment, is reasonable for robotic arms because
usually they are typically placed on assembly lines and expected to perform some
repetitive task. In the case of robots entering new environments these restrictions are not
reasonable.
A priori information is not always needed for these visual servoing systems
because the information is created at runtime. This is particularly true with eye-in-hand
systems that are meant to be completely autonomous.

Some of these systems use

stereovision to generate useful maps of the environment: two different images help give
good distance estimates, especially when near the target of interest [GIN01] [JOH00]
[MAR01]. Other systems have a single camera but use the movement of the arm to
measure distances. The change between images, compared with relation to the change in
the arm’s position, can be used to extrapolate distance estimates [DAV99] [MAL99].
Although measurements from a single movement are imprecise, repeated movements of
the arm can fine-tune distance measurements. The startup costs of such a system can be
significant, however: it takes time to setup the model. Also, such systems are not meant
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to be interactive for a human user but to be completely autonomous in a stable
environment.
Modeling how humans drive cars produced an interesting solution: as the robot
drives around curves, fixate on the inside of the curve. A robot was designed to find a
feature on the inside of the curve and drive around it, constantly looking at the point of
fixation until it is outside of the field of view [MUR96]. For example, Figure 5 shows
what this fixating robot would see as it fixates on a pole while trying to drive around it: it
is fixating on the pole where the blue circle is. The robot would notice that the pole
(found through pattern-matching near the center of its vision) has moved to the left. It
would then rotate the camera to look at the pole again, while instructing the wheels to
turn more sharply to the left (the angle of turn, and the angle of camera turn are tightly
correlated). This is an effective system for driving around corners and for fixating on a
particular feature in the environment. However, if the feature being tracked is not near
the point that the robot is supposed to drive to, it may lose track of its pose as it travels
past any features that it was using to help guide it. It may also have trouble deciding
what to fixate on unless its environment is very simple or a user instructs it to fixate on a
specific object.
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Figure 5 – Fixating on a pole while traveling around it

With visual servoing the robot has the potential of not needing all aspects of its
pose. The robot does not need to track where it is in its environment, just where it is
headed. As it tracks its direction, if its wheels slop, all it needs to do is update its
direction, and as a result it would not need a complex internal map of its environment
along the way.

2.2.3

Failures of Map-Based Sensing
To reiterate, visual sensing systems often fail to work in new and interesting

environments because they require a map of the working environment, before working in
it, to make decisions. If a robot must know its environment very well to become an
interactive tool to a human, it becomes very limited in use. But an interactive robot does
not necessarily need a map of its environment: just a way of tracking its goal.
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Chapter 3. Solution Overview
A simple robot was built to facilitate the completion of this thesis (see Figure 6).
This robot is constructed using a simple base with wheels, a microcontroller for
peripheral control, an off-the-shelf laptop for computing, and an off-the-shelf web camera
for vision.

4
3

5

6
1

2

Figure 6 – Front view of robot

The robot base has two large wheels (1) for propelling the robot forward and two
coasters (2) for stability. The coasters have been raised to allow the robot to drive over
small bumps. The micro controller (3) is a Javelin Stamp board produced by Parallax
Inc. (www.parallax.com), which runs a subset of the Java language and runtime. The
microcontroller is programmed to control and monitor the wheel rotations through an
optical sensor that counts the number of portions of a rotation that the wheel turns. A
Dell Latitude C640 laptop (4) with a 2.2 GHz Pentium 4-m processor and 512 MB of
RAM is the computing power for the robot.

The web camera (5) is a “Logitech

QuickCam for Notebooks Pro.” It plugs in to the robot via a USB port, and exposes itself
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to code through Microsoft® DirectShow®. The laptop provides its own power, but the
robot wheels and microcontroller are powered by four remote control car batteries (5).

3.1

Algorithms
Robot cameras capture successive images from the environment. For the robot to

drive straight, it needs to know where the user-specified point in its vision moves. If the
robot starts to drift to either side, the point (which starts in the center of the vision) will
drift, too. If the point drifts too far, then the robot will cause its wheels to correct so that
the robot is pointed at the user-specified point once again. Being able to track a point
between two images leads up to being able to track the point as the robot drives. If the
algorithm tracks from image to image well, tracking through a stream of images should
also work well.
Two algorithms are used in this research to track movement between images.
These algorithms are vertical edge detection (Chapter 4), and point matching (Chapter 5).
Each of these algorithms uses integral images to extract features from the images.
Integral images will be explained in greater detail in the following subsection. The
vertical edge detection algorithm detects vertical edges within the scene and matches
them up in subsequent images. The point matching algorithm uses integral images to
look for uniquely identifiable pixels within each image and then attempts to match up
those pixels between images.

3.1.1

Integral Images
Integral images are a data structure introduced by researchers at MERL

(Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories) to create fast face detectors [VIO01]. This
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particular data structure has turned out to be very applicable to creating fast and effective
image correlation code. This section explains in detail how integral images work and
some of the ways they can be used. Specific uses of integral images relating to each of
the algorithms developed for this thesis will be left to each algorithm’s respective
chapter.
Integral images are very easy to construct in linear time. Their true power comes
in being able to get the sum of the pixels of any arbitrary axis-aligned rectangle in an
image in constant time instead of linear time (adding up the pixel values individually).
The construction of an integral image is very simple. An original image is used as
input data for the structure, and a blank array is created with the same dimensions as the
original image. Integral images are typically constructed using one color space at a time.
These color spaces may be hue, saturation, value, red, green, blue, or gray.

Any

combinations of those color spaces may be used but may not produce interesting or useful
results. For instance, the gray scale integral image used throughout this thesis is actually
constructed using the maximum of the red, green, or blue values for a particular pixel.
Each pixel in the integral image is the sum of all the pixels from the original
image that are above and to the left of the specified pixel. This is construction process is
detailed in Equation 1, where ii(x,y) is the value of the pixel (x,y) in the integral image at
a given pixel, and i(x,y) is the value of that pixel in the original image.
x

y

ii ( x, y ) = ∑ ∑ i ( x' , y ' )

(1)

x '= 0 y '= 0

By using recurrences in the construction of an integral image, the value of each
pixel in the image can be calculated quickly (linear time, instead of exponential).
Equation 2 details how a pixel D in the integral image is constructed by taking the value
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d from the original image, adding B and C, and subtracting A (because A is included
twice, through B and C):
D = d + B+C − A

(2)

Figure 7 illustrates this equation being used to construct an integral image: the
blue pixels are the pixels in the integral image that have already been calculated, while
the white ones have not been calculated yet. The green region represents the data from
the original image that the value in square A represents. The yellow region includes the
green region in the value for square B. The red region also includes the green region in
the value for square C.
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Figure 7 – Construction of an integral image from a normal image

The resulting integral image allows for sampling of any rectangular region of the
image in constant time. The value of those rectangular regions is a measure of the total
value of the color space in that region (e.g. if the integral image was constructed in red
space, then the value of a region is the amount of red within that region). The value of
any arbitrary, axis-aligned rectangle can be computed in constant time because it always
takes four operations to compute the value.
Sampling an integral image is quick because it only takes three mathematical
operations.

The equation for getting the value of a region, ABCD, is detailed in

Equation 3:

Area( ABCD) = D − C − B + A

(3)

Figure 8 illustrates how a region, ABCD, is sampled from an integral image using
Equation 3.
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Figure 8 – Sampling the region ABCD in an integral image

3.1.2

Blurring Benefits
Conceptually, the integral image blurs the colors completely across the sampled

region, giving the average color value for that region. More and smaller samples can be
made for more accurate measurements, but in many cases, knowledge about larger areas
of an image are needed, so getting larger samples in constant time is a much better
solution than adding up the individual pixels in those regions. This is because integral
images can be sampled in O(1) time instead of O(N ) time, where N is the number of
pixels included in the result.
Many image-processing algorithms use multi-scale methods to gain information
from the images. These algorithms typically blur the image and then sub-sample it to get
a reduced-resolution image. Then various techniques of getting information from an
image are applied to the sub-sampled blurred image, so that the image processing is no
longer performed on a pixel level, but on a region level instead. Integral images perform
this type of operation on the fly. This allows for more flexible sampling solutions, that
are often much faster than traditional multi-scale image processing methods.
Also, as with other multi-scale image processing techniques, integral images are
less susceptible to noise within the image. This is because noisy images are smoothed in
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the sampling (or blurring) portion of the algorithm. This smoothing helps get data that is
easier to match with data in other, similar images.
This blurring has another useful effect when processing images. If an image is
captured from a camera but it is already blurred, the integral image can still work with the
image, and get a lot of data from it, without trouble. If image processing is performed on
a per-pixel level, the data retrieved will not be as good as if the image were sharp: it
includes data that should be in neighboring pixels. But, when a larger area is sampled,
the blurring has a much smaller detrimental effect on the final data retrieved when
sampling the image.
The fact that integral images can still get data from blurred images has a great
benefit for the algorithms developed in this thesis. Instead of having to detect when
images are blurred, and discarding the blurred images, the images can still be used to help
the robot drive forward.

3.2

Metrics for Success
There are two ways for measuring the success of each of the point tracking

algorithms: a collection of image pairs with annotations of movement called a “gold
standard”, and actual measurements of driving distances. The gold standard compares an
algorithm’s tracking ability to that of a human’s tracking ability. Driving measures the
distances that a robot can drive using correction: this shows how long the robot can be
neglected before the user must intervene.
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3.2.1

Gold Standard
To test the algorithms that have been generated, a large repository of image pairs

was collected. These images were collected using the robot in a variety of inside (halls
and rooms) and outside (sidewalk and grass) environments. There is also an application
that is designed to store, annotate, view, and evaluate the image pairs: these images are
stored using this application.
The stored image pairs were then annotated by hand to show the movement of
various objects from the first image to the second image. This is a point-wise annotation:
the user specifies a point in the first image and the same point in the second image.
Figure 9 shows how this annotation is done with a subset of the points a human matched
up: a point with one color in the left image matches up to a point with the same color in
the right image. The collection of images and the point-wise annotations are referred to
as the “gold standard”. In all, 88 pairs of images are in the collection, with about 60
annotations each.

Figure 9 – Annotating points between images

All image correlation algorithms compare two images and return the algorithm’s
estimate of a point’s movement from the first image to the second image.
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Both

algorithms implemented in this thesis to compare two images implement a common
interface (IImageComparer) so that each can be inserted in the place of the other. All
point movement estimating objects (returned by the compare method on the comparing
interface) also implement a common interface (IPointMap) so that any point can be
tracked from one image to the next.
To measure the performance of a correlation algorithm, a simple averaging
algorithm is used. This averaging algorithm calculates the error between the annotated
pixel movements and the calculated pixel movements. This algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 1.
GS = Set of point-wise annotated image pairs
IImageComparer comparer = the algorithm to evaluate
averageChange = 0.0
for each ImagePair IP in GS {
imageChange = 0
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(IP.I1, IP.I2);
for each PointPair PP in IP {
PM = map.mapPoint(PP.P1.X)
error = Abs(PM.X – PP.P2.X)
imageError += error
}
averageError += imageError / IP.NumPointPairs
}
write “Accuracy: ” + averageError / GS.NumImagePairs

Algorithm 1 – Measuring an algorithm's accuracy against the Gold Standard

3.2.1.1

Pixel Drift
The accuracy of the correlation algorithm is the average accuracy for the

algorithm on each image pair. The accuracy of the algorithm on an image pair is the
average difference between the annotated and calculated movement of points between
those images. The average amount that a pixel may drift to either side of where is should
be is considered pixel drift and is measured in pixels. When the pixel drift is measured
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for all images in the Gold Standard, it is the Gold Standard pixel drift but will be referred
to as just pixel drift. Algorithm 1 is the Gold Standard pixel drift calculation algorithm.
It is not expected that the robot will turn very quickly as it drives forward, nor is it
expected to shift too much because of bumps or wheel slippage. Because the robot is not
expected to turn much between two successively captured images, annotated points
outside of the middle 50% of the first image are not considered when measuring the
accuracy of an algorithm.

Also, as shown in the algorithm, only the horizontal

component of the difference between estimated and actual point movement is considered,
because drift to either side is what needs to be corrected for, not vertical drift: this
assumes that the robot will be driving on a flat surface.

3.2.2

Driving Accuracy
Once images can be correlated from image to image, a point can be tracked

through successive frames from the camera as the robot drives forward. The longer the
robot can track a point accurately, the longer the robot can drive without input from the
human user.
A human user interacts with the robot via a computer that is separate from the
robot: the client machine. The robot is continually getting images from its camera, giving
these images a unique identifier, and sending the image and identifier to the client
machine. When the user clicks on a point in an image it has received, the click-point and
the image identifier are sent back to the robot. The identifier is sent back so that the
robot can compensate for latency in the communication network: the click-point is
tracked using the identified image; instead of the most-recent image the robot has
received.
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3.2.2.1

Tracking-Point Drift
When tracking a point from one image to the next, the tracking may be off by one

pixel per image. The robot drives about one foot per second, and in that time may
process about 15 frames (transmitting the images slows down how many get captured per
second). If the tracking is off by only one pixel with each comparison, then after 15
frames it will be off by as much as 15 pixels. This means that the robot is no longer
tracking the point that the user specified, but a point 15 pixels to the side of the specified
point. This is considered tracking-point drift. This drift affects how well the robot can
drive forward unattended.
To measure the how well the robot drives with the drift that each correlation
algorithm introduces, a simple metric is used: how far can the robot drive before drifting
three feet to either side of where it should drive. Figure 10 shows what will be measured
when the robot is instructed to drive 75 feet and it drifts 3 feet to the right.

75 feet

3 feet
Robot
3 feet

Distance Driven

Figure 10 – Measuring driving accuracy

The distance of 75 feet was chosen because instructing the robot to drive any
distance further than that is not accurate: if the user clicks a few pixels higher on the
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screen, then the drive distance is more than double. For this reason, the driving distance
is limited to 75 feet. The maximum drift of 3 feet is chosen because the hallways here
are 6 feet 6 inches wide, so a driving corridor 6 feet wide became the lowest common
denominator of all driving environments.
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Chapter 4. Vertical Edge Detection
This chapter details the integral images-based vertical edge detection algorithm
created to correlate two images. This chapter also details the different renditions of the
vertical edge detection algorithms, and the final results of the algorithm when run against
the gold standard and when used to help the robot drive straight.
The algorithm for tracking a point using edge detection is shown in Algorithm 2.
1) find the edges within each image,
2) match the edges found in the first image to the edges found in
the second image.
3) use movement of edges between images to predict point movement

Algorithm 2 – Edge-matching algorithm overview.

Integral images are being used to speedup edge detection and to make edge
matching easier. Then next two sections will discuss the details of how edge detection
(Section 4.1) and edge matching (Section 4.2) are accomplished.
Once edges have been detected and correlated, a point can be tracked between
those two images. Most importantly, a user-specified point can be tracked between those
two images. When a point can be detected between two images, the process can be
repeated for successive images, allowing a point to be tracked through the driving of the
robot. The process of tracking the user-specified point while the robot is driving is
described in detail in Section 4.5.

4.1

Edges Detection with Integral Images
The first algorithm developed to track movement from image to image detects

vertical edges within an image, and then matches up detected edges between images.
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Normal edge detection systems look for quick changes across pixels and then groups the
pixels where changes are significant into a complete edge (Figure 11). But, knowing
exactly which pixels change is not necessarily important. Knowing where the edges are,
with a small amount of approximation, may allow for faster edge finding and greater
flexibility in movement.

Figure 11 – Traditional edge detection

Using integral images, edges can be detected quite easily and over larger areas of
the scene. As with other multi-scale edge-detection systems, integral images can detect
edges using large regions of the image. This allows for better overall edge-detection,
instead of detecting edges in a per-pixel way (as illustrated in Figure 11), which can be
slow, inaccurate, and very susceptible to noise within the image.
Figure 12 demonstrates how edges can be detected using an integral image.
Given two adjacent regions within an integral image, subtracting the two regions gives a
measure of the change in color between the two regions. If this change is large enough,
there is likely an edge somewhere between those two regions. Image (a) demonstrates an
edge within a 12x12 region of an image, which a human user can easily see. Image (b)
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shows how two adjacent regions, ABCD and EFGH, are sampled within the image to test
for an edge. ABCD – EFGH will give a value that says there is a definite change
between the two regions, meaning that there is an edge there. As a result, the pixel at E is
stored as the position of the edge. However, image (c) shows a larger difference between
these regions, and so the pixel at E is stored as the position of an edge. Better yet, image
(d) shows the strongest difference that can be sampled using regions of those sizes. As a
result, the pixel at E (in image (d)) is stored as being the edge within this area. As the
regions keep moving right (images (e) and (f)), the strength of the difference between the
regions will decrease, meaning that the true edge is in fact where image (d) noticed it.
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Figure 12 – Edge detection using an integral image

4.2

Edge Detection Algorithm
The edge detection algorithm is very simple: scan across the image in bands,

keeping track of all the strongest edges. This edge detection algorithm uses a gray value
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integral image of the image. The image is divided into horizontal bands so that the edges
can more easily be matched in subsequent images. These bands are highlighted with
horizontal blue lines in Figure 13. Then the algorithm marches across the band, sampling
two equal-sized regions on either side of the pixel, in the way Figure 12 demonstrates.
All the places where this algorithm found vertical edges are highlighted in red in
Figure 13.

Figure 13 – Vertical edges detected using bands in an integral image

To facilitate understanding the next few images, this section will help you
understand how the images are presenting data. Figure 14 shows a scene where edges
have been detected and matched up. The image on the left is the first image captured
from the camera on the robot, and the image on the right is the second image captured
from the camera. There are several edges that have been detected in this image, some of
which matched up. Each edge is numbered according to the order in which they are
ordered after being detected in the first image and before being matched to the edges in
the second image. This ordering is dependent on the matching algorithm being applied.
Edges with the same numbers are matched together. If the matches between these edges
are correct, according to how a human user would match up the edges, they are colored
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yellow. If the edges do not match properly, then they are colored white. As can be seen,
in this image, only 6 edges were matched up properly, while many others did not match
up correctly at all.

Figure 14 – Edge detection and matching example

4.2.1

Naïve Matching
The first iteration of this algorithm was very naïve. It assumed that the strength of

an edge could be used to associate edges. The edges were extracted from both images,
and then ordered by the strength of the edge detected from strongest to weakest. Once
ordered, the strongest edge from the first image is matched with the strongest edge from
the second image. The second strongest edge in the first image was matched with the
second strongest edge in the second image, and so on for some arbitrary number of edges.
This failed miserably. A few edges might get matched up, but beyond that, no edges
were matched at all. An example of this is in Figure 14.
The Gold Standard pixel drift for this algorithm is 33.0 pixels (this is calculated
using Algorithm 1 in Section 3.2.1). This is very poor, and is not an accurate portrayal of
the drift of the pixels within the image.
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4.2.2

Feature Weighted Matching
To improve the correlation between edges, two features were associated with each

edge: the value of the left gray region, and the value of the right gray region. Then, two
edges were matched up according to how close their regions were to each other. The
closeness metric is illustrated in Equation 4, where d is the closeness, lx is the gray value
of the left region for the first (1) or second (2) image, and rx is the gray value of the right
region for the first or second image.

d = (l1 − l2 ) 2 + (r1 − r2 ) 2

(4)

This is a typical Euclidian distance algorithm. An edge in the first image is
matched to an edge in the second image that is the smallest distance away.

This

algorithm performed much better, as can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15 – Edge correlation using gray features

When the feature-weighted algorithm is tested on the gold standard, the average
pixel drift of the annotated points is 23.2 pixels. Although this is better than the 33 pixels
the naïve algorithm produced, it is still not good enough.
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4.2.3

Full-Color Feature Weighted Matching
Unfortunately, as you may notice in Figure 15, there are still several edges that

did not get matched up properly. To help improve the matching of edges, more features
were gleaned around the edges. These features are the red, green, and blue values. The
gray value is no longer being used, but can be easily added. This is demonstrated in
Equation 5, where R, G, and B are the Red, Green, and Blue values for the left (l) and
right (r) sampling regions for the first (1) and second (2) images.
d = [( Rl1 − Rl 2 ) 2 + (Gl1 − Gl 2 ) 2 + ( Bl1 − Bl 2 ) 2 ] + [( Rr1 − Rr 2 ) 2 + (Gr1 − Gr 2 ) 2 + ( Br1 − Br 2 ) 2 ]

(5)

Each of the color features is divided the maximum possible value for the region
being sampled so that its range is [0, 1]. Equation 6 shows how this is done, with f x
being a color feature’s normalized value for a region x , v x being the sampled value, and
wx and hx being the width and height of that region. 255 is the maximum value for a
single pixel.
fx =

vx
wx ⋅ hx ⋅ 255

(6)

The result of the distance-matching tweak to the algorithm can be seen in
Figure 16. Notice how many of the edges are now in their correct places versus those
that are not.
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Figure 16 – Edge correlation using RGB features

When this full-color, feature-weighted matching algorithm is applied to the gold
standard, the average pixel drift is now 16.8 pixels. This is better, but still not great.

4.2.4

Band Constrained Matching
The edges that are out of place in Figure 16 are out of place mostly vertically:

edge number 12 matches up with an edge two bands above itself, and edge 26 matches an
edge in the band below it. A fairly obvious solution to this problem is to only allow
matching of edges within corresponding bands. Figure 17 shows the results of forcing
edges to only match in bands. As you can see, this works extremely well: no edges are
misplaced at all. But this form of matching is not typical of all image pairs. If you look
at Figure 18, it can be seen that this algorithm still does not work correctly in as many
cases as it should. By constraining the matching to individual rows, the gold standard
pixel drift is 15.9 pixels. This is better by 1 pixel, but it is still not great.
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Figure 17 – Row-based edge matching

4.2.5

Minimal Edit Distance Matching
Figure 18 shows an example of row-based edge matching while the robot is

outside on the sidewalk. The upper bands do extremely poorly when matching edges up
within the scene. There are many edges that are matched correctly, but apparently small
shifts of color across pixels can cause problems, especially since integral images measure
average color across regions, and not exact color along edges.

This is almost

imperceptible to the human eye, but as the robot moved forward, the upper portion of the
image slid up a just a couple pixels. The addition of these new pixels affects the values
collected by the edge-detection algorithm, which subsequently affects how well these
edges get correlated.
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Figure 18 – Row-based edge matching while outside

With most images, edges do not move much between subsequent images captured
from the camera. In some cases, parallax caused by camera movement and/or object
movement may cause these edges to change their order within the image, but most edges
are still in their correct order. By observing Figure 18, you can see how these edges
should be in the same order, from left to right, in both images.
Each band within the image can be treated like a sequence of edges. Also, these
edges are expected to generally appear in the same order in both images. Treat these
sequences like sequences of characters: use the minimal edit distance (MED) algorithm to
match the edges according to their order within a band.
The minimal edit distance algorithm is often used to compare the closeness of
strings of characters. It does this by using various costs for inserting, deleting, and
replacing characters in the string. To make the MED work for vertical edge detection,
several different costs were generated:
•

The cost of matching two edges is the Euclidean distance between their
RGB color features (Equation 5).
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•

Not matching two edges, by advancing a pointer in one of the bands is
considered a delete, and has a constant cost.

•

There is no insertion cost: this is handled with delete.

•

There is no substitution cost.

Various deletion costs were hand-tried against the gold standard until a reasonable
matching algorithm was found.

A more accurate number was found through the

optimization described in Section 4.4. Even though parallax may affect the ordering of
some of the edges within an image, generally this algorithm can compensate for the
incorrect ordering by correctly ordering many of the other edges between the images.
The result of using MED can be seen in Figure 19. This algorithm has forced the
edges to be matched up in their correct order. Very few of these edges are matched up
incorrectly, and when they are, they are off by a little bit so that edge predictions are
affected very little.

Figure 19 – Minimal Edit Distance function matching

The robot turns left and right, but when it does, vertical edges tend to enter and
exit the image (when turning left, edges enter the left side of the image and exit the right
side of the image, and vice versa when turning right). When several edges drop off either
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end of a band, this algorithm may fail to match edges up correctly. To counteract this,
the MED algorithm was augmented to have a lower cost for deletion at the ends of a
band: make it easier for edges to correctly match within the image. Applying the special
cost only when no edges have been matched, or when all edges within the band for one of
the images have been matched accomplishes this.
Although a novel approach, which helped improve the algorithm’s performance in
some situations, the end delete costs turned out to be an incremental improvement at best.
Optimizations of the algorithm, as will be explained in Section 4.4, produced end delete
costs identical to normal delete costs. Currently, however, applying this algorithm to the
gold standard produces an average pixel drift of 10.5 pixels: much better than the 15.9
pixels the row-constrained algorithm was capable of.

4.2.6

Horizontal Edge Detection
The performance of the vertical edge-matching algorithm improved greatly by

using the minimal edit distance function, but it still had frequent situations in which it
failed miserably. The robot has four wheels: two for driving, and two for stability
(coasters: Figure 6). The robot was originally designed to drive on very flat surfaces, but
this did not allow the robot to easily climb modest slopes, or to cross the threshold of the
lab.
To help the robot deal with uneven surfaces more gracefully, the main wheels
were lowered a little bit to allow the robot to rock back and forth. This destroyed the
performance of the edge detection algorithm: when the robot rocks back and forth, the
edges detected in one band of the image do not necessarily match that same band in the
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next image (Figure 20). To counteract this problem, the edge detection algorithm is now
applied vertically first to find an estimate of vertical movement, and then horizontally.

Figure 20 – Vertical edge detection while crossing a bump

The horizontal edge detection used much broader bands to detect edges for two
reasons. First: very few edges in an environment are horizontal edges, but they tend to be
long edges. Second: the image may have moved horizontally from frame to frame, so
using broad bands helped detect and match edges more easily despite the image having
moved. The results of applying the algorithm this way can be seen in Figure 21. As can
be seen, these edges match up more faithfully, although not as perfectly as edges in
Figure 19.

Figure 21 – Vertical edge detection after estimating vertical movement
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When applying the horizontal edge-detection algorithm to each image before the
MED algorithm, the gold standard pixel drift is 8.0 pixels.

4.2.7

Summary
There were several styles of edge-detection presented in the last few sections,

each with their own result. Theses algorithms, and their effectiveness are listed here:
•

Naïve Matching – 33.0 pixels

•

Feature Weighted Matching – 23.2 pixels

•

Full-Color Feature Weighted Matching – 16.8 pixels

•

Band Constrained Matching – 15.9 pixels

•

Minimal Edit Distance Matching – 10.5 pixels

The Minimal Edit Distance Matching algorithm has the smallest pixel drift, so it
is chosen for use while driving the robot. Section 4.3 describes how each of these
algorithms were evaluated to get at these pixel drift values. Also, Section 4.4 describes
how the results of the Minimal Edit Distance Matching algorithm were improved before
being used to get the final driving results for the robot (Section 4.5).

4.3

Point Movement Prediction Algorithm
To evaluate the various edge-detection algorithms, an implementation of

IPointMap (Section 3.2.1) is necessary for use in Algorithm 1.

The edge-detection

implementation is detailed in Algorithm 3 and is very simple: the movement of each of
the edges is averaged using a distance weighting (edges closer to the tracking point in the
original image are more important) to predict where the tracking point has moved. This
algorithm is applied once all the edges detected within both images have been matched
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up via the compare method of the IImageComparer interface. This algorithm is inspired
by observing how edges tend to move as the robot (or a person) moves around within an
environment: as you move forward, edges tend to move away from the center of vision.
As long as edges move outward from the center of vision, they can be averaged together
to keep the center of vision at the center.
MP = all pairs of edges matched between the images
TP = the tracking point
position = 0.0
weight = 0.0
for each MatchedPair P in MP {
int dist = P.P1.X – TP.X
position += (dist + P.P2.X) / (abs(dist) + 1)
weight += 1.0 / (abs(dist) + 1)
}
TP.X = position / weight
return TP
Algorithm 3 – Edge detection pixel-movement prediction

Unfortunately, with Algorithm 3, if there are more edges to one side or the other
of the tracking-point, the tracking-point tends to drift toward the side with more edges.
To counteract this drift, Algorithm 3 was extended to group edges based upon whether
they are to the left of, to the right of, or lined up with the tracking-point (Algorithm 4).
Then (using some code that is actually more complicated than is presented) the left
position, right position, and center positions are combined to get the average predicted
position. This makes sure that edges to either side of the image do not have extra weight
when averaging their predictions of edge tracking-point movement because there are
more edges on that side of the image.
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MP = all pairs of edges matched between the images
TP = the tracking point
leftPos = 0.0
rightPos = 0.0
centerPos = 0.0
leftWeight = 0.0
rightWeight = 0.0
centerWeight = 0.0
for each MatchedPair P in MP {
int dist = P.P1.X – TP.X
if dist < 0 then {
leftPos += (dist + P.P2.X) / (dist - 1)
leftWeight += 1.0 / (dist - 1)
} else if dist > 0 then {
rightPos += (dist + P.P2.X) / (dist + 1)
rightWeight += 1.0 / (dist + 1)
} else { // dist == 0
centerPos += (dist + P.P2.X)
centerWeight += 1.0
}
}
leftPos /= leftWeight
rightPos /= rightWeight
centerPos /= centerWeight
TP.X = ((leftPos + rightPos + centerPos) / 3)
return TP
Algorithm 4 – Extended edge detection pixel-movement prediction

4.4

Algorithm Parameter Optimization
Although estimating vertical movement before measuring horizontal movement

helped the algorithm’s performance while driving the robot, the point it was tracking still
tended to drift too much. There are several parameters available in the full algorithm that
can be adjusted to make the algorithm act differently, and hopefully better. These
parameters are illustrated in Figure 22 and enumerated as follows.
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Figure 22 – Regions used to detect edges

•

Horizontal Region Height – (1) the height of the regions used to detect
horizontal edges

•

Horizontal Region Width – (2) the width of the regions used to detect
horizontal edges

•

Horizontal Region Threshold – the threshold for differences between
horizontal regions that causes an edge to be noticed

•

Horizontal Denominator Additive – the denominator for weighting edges
when predicting vertical movement

•

Horizontal Pixel Spacing – the minimum distance between detected
horizontal edges

•

Vertical Region Height – (3) the height of the regions used to detect
vertical edges

•

Vertical Region Width – (4) the width of the regions used to detect
vertical edges
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•

Vertical Region Threshold – the threshold for differences between vertical
regions that causes an edge to be noticed

•

Vertical Denominator Additive – the denominator for weighting edges
when predicting horizontal movement

•

Vertical Pixel Spacing – the minimum distance between detected vertical
edges

•

Edge Delete Cost – the cost for MED when deleting or skipping an edge

•

End Edge Delete Cost – the cost for MED when deleting edges at the ends
of a band

•

Minimum Vertical Movement – the minimum number of pixels that the
image is detected to have moved vertically before the algorithm adjusts for
that vertical movement

These parameters can be used to optimize the edge-detection algorithm when
applied to the gold standard: the smaller the Gold Standard pixel drift, the better.
However, hand tweaking of the thirteen parameters of the edge detection algorithm is a
tedious process.

Initially, a brute force algorithm was developed to adjust all the

parameters in the algorithm, but it was calculated that searching the problem space would
take several years: each combination of parameters takes one to two seconds to evaluate
against all 88 image pairs on a 2.5 GHz Pentium 4, and there are far too many
combinations of parameters to evaluate within a reasonable time.
A hierarchy of searching could be used to help speed up this process. This would
be accomplished by roughly searching the search space by changing each parameter by
large values. Then, in a future iteration, evaluate the best region found, but with smaller
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changes to parameters. Even this hierarchy proved to take too long to compute if
reasonable results were to be found.
Finally, using particle swarm optimization (PSO) [KEN95], some reasonable
parameters were found reasonably quickly. The particle swarm is simple enough that it
was abstracted for general-purpose use. Then, an implementation of the particle-swarm
evaluating algorithm was created to handle the IImageComparer interface described in
Section 3.2.1. This way, any of the image correlating algorithms developed could be run
through the PSO. Finally, the PSO was initialized for the “horizontal then vertical edgedetection algorithm” with 500 particles being moved within the search space 1200 times
each. This took two weeks to complete, but it found good values for the parameters: the
gold standard’s average drift became 4.7 pixels, which is nearly half the average drift that
was originally found.
To better understand the average drift of 4.7 pixels, the average, minimum and
maximum drift for each annotated point in each image pair is presented in Figure 23.
These image pairs are sorted according to the average drift so that a general distribution
can be more easily observed.
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Gold Standard: Sorted Average Pixel Drift
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Figure 23 – Sorted Effectiveness of Edge Detection on Gold Standard

For most of the image pairs, it can be seen that the algorithm solidly predicts the
movement of the annotated points (the minimum and maximum values are close to the
average), and for several of these the predictions are very close to the annotated
movements (the averages are small). But, for a few of the images the predictions are not
as solid (the minimum and maximum are spread apart).

4.5

Using an Image History While Driving
Using the image correlation algorithms, successive images can be correlated to

help the robot drive straight. As a review, the basic interactive driving procedure is this:
a human user clicks on the screen where the robot should drive. The robot turns and
drives toward that clicked point. As the robot drives, the clicked point is tracked. If the
tracked point drifts too far out of the center of the robot’s vision, the robot corrects itself
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by turning toward the clicked point again. This is as though a human user is correcting
the robot directly: clicking on the tracking point again, causing the robot to turn and
drive.
To accomplish the task of tracking a point through several images a history of
images and the point being tracked within them is used. Several different variations on
this history were developed and are detailed in the next few subsections.

4.5.1

Simple Tracking
A simple way of tracking a point through video is to track from one image to the

next. This simple algorithm for tracking is as follows:
Image LI = the image the user clicked
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
IImageComparer comparer = edge-detection correlation
while driving {
Image NI = get image from camera
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(LI, NI)
TP = map.mapPoint(TP)
LI = NI
adjust driving direction based on TP
}
Algorithm 5 – Simple tracking of a point through video

Although this is a very simple algorithm, there is a problem. If the comparer is
the horizontal edge detection algorithm (Section 4.2.6), which has been optimized to an
average pixel drift of 4.7 pixels, after 34 frames, the point being tracked may no longer
be within the originally clicked image: at worst it is 160 pixels to the side of the
originally-clicked point. With drift like this, the robot will drive out of the 6-foot wide
corridor within 10 feet (this corridor was defined in Section 3.2.2).
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4.5.2

Averaged Tracking
Thankfully, the robot does not drift at the worst possible rate, but it still drives out

of its defined corridor after 20-30 feet: this is not any better than driving with pure
odometry, and in some cases it is worse. While observing how the robot is tracking the
point, it can be seen that the point tends to jump around quite a bit; moving left and right.
It was decided to have the robot compare the newest image to the last five images to get
the position of the tracked point from each image to the newest image, and then average
those predictions together to get a better prediction for the newest image.
Averaging across the image history allowed the robot to drive further than it used
to: about 50 feet. This distance is pretty good, but not as good as the goal distance.

4.5.3

Periodic Update Tracking
The most important thing to track is the point that the user clicks. The longer the

clicked point can be tracked, the better. A way to track points longer than previously
possible is to put images into the history less often. This is detailed in Algorithm 6. To
help keep the predictions solid, the initial click and its image are compared against new
images as long as possible by placing in the history five times.
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History H = object that queues last 5 images
Image LI = the image the user clicked
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
for int i = 1 to 5 {
H.push(new ImageAndPoint(LI, TP))
}
IImageComparer comparer = edge-detection correlation
count = 0
while driving {
count = count + 1
Image NI = get image from camera
Point temp = new Point(0, 0)
for each ImageAnPoint IP in H {
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(IP, NI)
temp = temp + map.mapPoint(IP.P)
}
temp = temp / 5
if count > 15 then {
H.push(new ImageAndPoint(NI, temp))
count = 0
}
adjust driving direction based on Temp
}
Algorithm 6 – Tracking with periodic history updates

The history is now used to keep the robot on course by comparing the images in
the history to the newest images. This history only gets new images once in a while.
Because of this, a point that is being tracked can be compared to more images, which
introduces less drift.

Several different maximum values for “count” were tried in

Algorithm 6, but 15 seemed to do the best. This means that once per second, the history
gets a new image, while the images in the history are compared to images captured from
the camera at a rate of 15 frames per second. With this in place, the robot could drive
traverse all 75 feet of the driving corridor, in the hallway, correctly.

4.5.4

Final Driving Results
Figure 24 shows the average distances the robot was able to drive using pure

odometry versus edge detection correction. Four runs were performed in each driving
environment, and their distances are averaged into the displayed values.
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Figure 24 – Comparison of odometry and edge detection correction

As can be seen, in most cases, the edge detection algorithm helps the robot drive
further than using pure odometry for correction. The only situation this does not hold
true for is the NWParkingLot environment.

In the hallways, the algorithm does a

consistently good job driving forward. This is because there are strong vertical edges that
the algorithm can track in these hallways.
There were eight different environments where this algorithm was tested:
•

TMCBSidewalk: the brick sidewalk depicted in Figure 3. The robot was
pointed diagonally across the brick toward the building.

•

QuadSidewalk: a very smooth and very straight sidewalk shown in
Figure 25.
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Figure 25 – View of the QuadSidewalk environment

•

NWParkingLot: a typical parking lot. The robot was angled across the
parking lot, instead of down the aisle. A view of this environment is in
Figure 26.

Figure 26 – View of the NWParkingLot environment

•

ASBWestSidewalk: a sidewalk that has settled over the years such that
rough spots have formed. There are also several trees nearby such that it
is a shaded area, with many strong edges.
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Figure 27 – View of the ASBWestSidewalk environment

•

ASBNorthGrass: Figure 28. The robot is angled across the grass so that it
does not face a building directly, and so that the robot does not drive along
with the grain of the clipped grass. Also, when tested, the grass had been
recently aerated, so it was rougher than usual.

Figure 28 – View of ASBNorthGrass environment

•

BrightHallway: the hallway shown in Figure 29. This particular hallway
has a large window in the end of it, allowing in a lot of light into the
environment.

This has the effect of washing out a lot of interesting
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features in the environment because the camera thinks most pixels are
white.

Figure 29 – View of the BrightHallway environment

•

DimHallway: the hallway in Figure 30.

Figure 30 - View of the DimHallway environment

•

WideHallway: the hallway shown in Figure 31. This hallway is wider
than the bright or dim hallways, so the robot was angled across the
hallway. This hallway also has more lights than the dim hallway, but it is
not nearly as bright as the dim hallway, so colors in the scene are not
washed out.
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Figure 31 – View of the WideHallway environment

Notice that robot never drives the full 75 feet in any of the averages in Figure 24.
As the robot drives, it loses distance because its wheels slip: the wheels slip a little bit
and cumulatively it loses several feet. When measured driving distances are less than 65
feet in Figure 24, the robot was stopped early because it drifted too far (three feet) to the
right or left.
When using edge detection to correlate its camera frames, the robot generally
drives better in these varying environments than when it drives using pure odometry.
Unfortunately, it does not drive long distances consistently. It would be much better if
the robot could drive 65 to 75 feet every time without drifting too much.
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Chapter 5. Pixel Matching
The second algorithm developed for this thesis is pixel matching. The design of
this algorithm, as well as other image correlation algorithms commonly used in computer
vision, is to find particular pixels of interest within an image, and then find the same
pixels in the next image. The key to having these algorithms work is being able to find
interesting pixels that are easily identifiable, and then easily matched to the correct
interesting pixel in another image.
The overall algorithm for matching pixels is illustrated in Algorithm 7.
Find the Interesting pixels in both images
Prune out pixels too close to each other within an image
Match pixels from the first image to pixels in the second
Algorithm 7 – Pixel-matching overview

The ways in which interesting pixels can be found are varied. The next section
(5.1) will describe a simple pixel-based algorithm for finding interesting pixels, while
Section 5.2 will explain an integral-image based algorithm for finding interesting pixels.
There are often too many interesting pixels close to each other, so the pruning
algorithm for filtering these out is described in Section 5.3. After interesting pixels have
been found, they need to be matched to each other in an intelligent manner (Section 5.4).
Once pixels have been matched, they need to combine their movements (from the
first image to the second) such that an arbitrary point within the first image can be
mapped to the second image (Section 5.5). This is so that the robot can track a userspecified point through several images. Details of how an arbitrary point is tracked
through video is be explained in Section 5.6.
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5.1

Interesting Pixel Metric
The Moravec operator is a common measure for detecting and ranking interesting

pixels within an image [MOR80] [JAI95]. The operator rates the interestingness of a
single pixel, and then picks pixels that are above a certain interestingness threshold. The
operator rates the interestingness of a pixel by using its value and the values of the pixels
surrounding it. A simplified version of this operator is used to rate pixel interestingness
and is detailed in Equation 7 where f ( x, y ) is the interestingness of pixel ( x, y ) , I ( x, y )

is the value of that pixel, and the upper-left corner of the image is (0,0) .

(

f ( x, y ) = max [I ( x, y ) − I ( x + 1, y )] , [I ( x, y ) − I ( x, y − 1)] , [I ( x, y ) − I ( x, y + 1)] , [I ( x, y ) − I ( x + 1, y − 1)]
2

2

2

2

)

(7)

If the interestingness of a pixel is high enough, it is considered interesting, and
marked.

5.2

Integral Image Interesting Pixel Metric
Because integral images work on square regions, this pixel-based interestingness

metric was easily extended to use integral images. This is important because the pixelbased metric can only look at individual pixels to measure interestingness. With integral
images, interestingness can be determined on a higher-level: across entire areas. Some
surfaces have a lot of change but are actually just a general pattern. This does not
necessarily help in driving forward. For example, a carpet can have a colored texture that
has a lot of change, but because it repeats itself, it will be difficult to match up pixels
correctly on it. Using integral images, samples can be made across larger areas on the
carpet. These samples blur the pixels being sampled together so the carpet does not look
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as interesting, but the transition between carpet and wall (or other objects) is still
interesting.
The integral image-based pixel-finding algorithm rates the interestingness of
pixels similarly to how Equation 7 rates pixels. Figure 32 shows the different regions
involved in deciding whether or not a pixel is interesting using integral images. The pixel
that is considered interesting is labeled P (This is the upper-right most pixel of region A),
while the rest of the letters represent the regions around that pixel sampled in the integral
image. The interestingness of pixel P is dependent on several combinations of region
values from Figure 32.

C

D
P

A

B

Figure 32 – Finding the interestingness of pixel P using Integral Image

5.2.1

Explanation of Figures
To clarify the many figures in this and following sections, a small tutorial is

necessary. Figure 33 shows a pair of images that is common in this chapter. The red X’s
mark pixels that have been found to be interesting but have not been matched between
the two images. The blue circles are points that are interesting and have been matched to
an interesting point in the other image. The yellow lines coming from the blue circles
represent the movement of that interesting pixel between the two images. In the first
image, the yellow line moves from the found pixel to the position within the image that
the matched pixel is located. In the second image, the yellow line moves from the found
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pixel to where the matched pixel is in the first image. In some images, such as Figure 55,
there is a green circle with a line near the center of the image. This is the user’s clickpoint that is being tracked between the two images.

Figure 33 – Example image illustrating the interesting pixel finding algorithm

5.2.2

Original Algorithm
The first algorithm for combining the regions from Figure 32 to produce the

interestingness of a pixel is this:

(

f ( P) = min ( A − B ) , ( A − C ) , (C − B ) , (C − D )
2

2

2

2

)

(8)

This algorithm, although very similar to Equation 7, proved to be too slow when
sampling pixels: squaring values is a slow process. To speed this algorithm up greatly,
the following algorithm was used instead (where A, B, C, D, and P are from Figure 32):
f ( P ) = min ( A − B , A − C , C − B , C − D )

(9)

The pixel interestingness operator mentioned at the beginning of this chapter
inspired this algorithm. For an pixel to be considered interesting enough with Equation 8,
f(P) had to have a minimum total value of 300.
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To adjust this for Equation 9, this

minimum value was changed to 17.5 ( 300 ). The reason for this value will be described
in detail in Section 5.3.5.
Figure 34 shows all the interesting points found within an image. As can be seen,
there are several interesting points that are found within the image, some of which do not
necessarily make sense but are interesting nonetheless. When this algorithm is used in
conjunction with the pixel-matching algorithm described in Section 5.4, the end result is
an average pixel drift between images of 3.5 pixels (pixel drift was introduced in
Section 4.2.1 and detailed in Section 4.4). Already, this algorithm is showing much
greater promise than the vertical edge-detection algorithm, which had an optimized pixel
drift of 4.7 pixels. Another impressive point is that this algorithm can find these pixels
for correlation at a rate of 20-25 frames per second.

Figure 34 – Original Interestingness algorithm

5.2.3

All Region Differences Algorithm
The next pixel-finding algorithm used the minimum of the absolute value of all

possible differences between two regions from A, B, C, and D, and is illustrated in
Equation 10.
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f ( P) = min ( A − B , A − C , A − D , B − C , B − D , C − D )

(10)

Although this does a finer job of finding interesting points, there are many fewer
points found by this algorithm. Because fewer interesting pixels are found, the overall
accuracy of the algorithm against the Gold Standard drops dramatically: the average
pixel-drift becomes 17.6 pixels. Figure 35 shows results of this algorithm on the same
image from Figure 34: fewer pixels are found in Figure 35 compared to Figure 34.

Figure 35 – Interestingness based on all differences

5.2.4

Corner Finder Algorithm
The points that are deemed to be interesting by the previous two algorithms are

not necessarily what a human would think is naturally interesting. Some of the most
interesting points that this algorithm does not pick, but humans would, are corners. A
corner-finding algorithm was created to look for corners on objects, and then tested for
effectiveness and speed. Corner-finding algorithms are commonly used in the computervision algorithms because corners still appear as corners from most visual angles: this
means that the corners are easier to match as the robot moves around them. The cornerfinding algorithm is an implementation of Equation 11:
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f ( P) = max( 3 A − ( B + C + D) , 3B − ( A + C + D) , 3C − ( A + B + D) , 3D − ( A + B + C ) )

(11)

Figure 36 shows the points found by this algorithm. As can be seen, more corners
are found, and they actually look like they belong in the corners they have chosen.

Figure 36 – Interestingness based on corners

When used against the Gold Standard, the average pixel-drift became 2.1 pixels.
This algorithm, however, is much slower than the original algorithm: this correlates
images at a rate of 5 to 10 frames per second. When implemented using the squares of
values to do its computations, instead of absolute values, this algorithm processed about
2 frames per second. For this reason, absolute values are used instead. Unfortunately, at
5 to 10 frames per second, the algorithm is still too slow to be considered for effective
pixel correlation.

5.2.5

Edge Finder
Another pixel-finding algorithm considered is one that is supposed to find edges

and corners. This algorithm is illustrated in Equation 12.
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f ( P) = max(min( A − C , C − D ), min( B − D , C − D ), min( A − B , A − C ), min( A − B , B − D ))

(12)

The pixels that this algorithm finds are illustrated in Figure 37. You may notice
that this algorithm finds roughly the same pixels as the corner finder (Figure 36).

Figure 37 – Edge favoring interesting pixel finder

When measured on the gold standard, the average pixel-drift became 1.3 pixels.
This is an excellent level of accuracy, but this algorithm is significantly slower than the
original algorithm: 10 frames per second versus 20.

5.2.6

Diagonal Finder
As a final attempt to make a fast, accurate, pixel-finding algorithm, diagonal

differences were used. The algorithm is illustrated in Equation 13.
f ( P) = min ( A − B , A − D , C − B , C − D )

(13)

Basically, this algorithm either needs a vertical line, or a diagonal line through the
center to trigger an interesting pixel. Figure 38 shows how this algorithm performed at
finding interesting points. It can be seen that there are more pixels found, and quickly
(because there are the same number of calculations as the original algorithm).
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Figure 38 – Diagonal interesting-pixel finder

Also, many of these pixels do not make sense. There is not much that makes the
found point unique, so it is difficult to predict if those same points will be found in
subsequent images. Some of these strange points matched up just fine (the ones found
near the lights on the ceiling), so as long as an algorithm can consistently find interesting
points, it does not matter what they are.
When run against that Gold Standard, this algorithm produces the best results: an
average drift of 1.1 pixels, while processing at a rate of 20 frames per second.

5.2.7

Pixel Finder Results
Judging by the results of running each of these interestingness algorithms against

the Gold Standard data, the best algorithm to use is the diagonal pixel-finder. The
average, minimum, and maximum drift for each image pair is presented in Figure 39.
This is formatted similarly to the data presented in Figure 23.
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Gold Standard: Sorted Average Pixel Drift - Diagonal Pixel-Finder
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Figure 39 – Sorted Effectiveness of Diagonal Pixel-Finder on Gold Standard

When looking closely at the data for the original pixel-finder, it can be seen that
there is a single outlier in the data set, which has an average drift of nearly 300 pixels.
When that outlier is removed, the average pixel-drift between images drops from 3.5 to
1.3: the original pixel-finder performs nearly as well as the diagonal pixel-finder. By
comparing the data in Figure 40 to the data in Figure 39, it can be seen that there is
almost no difference between the two graphs. In this case, the choice between the two
algorithms becomes a toss-up.
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Gold Standard: Sorted Average Pixel Drift - Original Pixel-Finder
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Figure 40 – Sorted Effectiveness of Original Pixel-Finder on Gold Standard

5.2.8

Algorithm Summary
Several pixel-finding algorithms were presented in the previous sections. These

algorithms, and their Gold Standard pixel drifts are listed here:
•

Original Algorithm – 3.5 pixels

•

All Region Differences Algorithm – 17.6 pixels

•

Corner Finder Algorithm – 2.1 pixels

•

Edge Finder Algorithm – 1.3 pixels

•

Diagonal Finder Algorithm – 1.1 pixels

The Original Algorithm, when the single outlier in its data set is removed, has an
average drift of 1.3. The Diagonal Finder does not have that outlier, while all other
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algorithms have several images that affect their final pixel drift. Also, the Diagonal
Finder does not seem to be much better for most of the images. It finds more interesting
pixels but slows down the pixel-matching process. Because of this, the Original
Algorithm is chosen as the pixel-finding algorithm for driving the robot.

5.2.9

Pixel-Finder Parameterization
The interesting-pixel finding algorithm is fully parameterized so that it can be

fine-tuned as necessary. If necessary, this algorithm could be placed in a particle swarm
optimizer, evaluating the algorithm against the Gold Standard data, to fine-tune all the
parameters. The parameters in the pixel-finder are as follows:
•

Threshold – The minimum interestingness for a pixel to be considered
interesting.

•

DropRadius – The minimum distance between interesting pixels.

•

SquareWidth – The width of the regions (from Figure 32) used to sample
around pixels when looking for interesting pixels.

•

StepSize – The step between samples while sub-sampling the image. This
is described in detail in Section 5.3.1.

•

FlowWindow – The window around sub-sampled pixels to use to find
more-interesting pixels. This is described in detail in Section 5.3.1.

5.3

Pixel Pruning Algorithm
When extracting pixels from an image, it is important to find the most interesting

pixels quickly. A phenomenon that occurs while pixels are being found is that in some
cases, somewhat interesting pixels will be found near another very interesting pixel.
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Multiscale sampling algorithms are often used to speed up the detection of interesting
features, and this phenomenon is a very common occurrence with them: the neighboring
pixels look interesting, but they are not as interesting as the best pixel found. This is
demonstrated in Figure 41: all the pixels that were sampled and discovered to be
interesting are shown.

Figure 41 – All the interesting pixels in an image

Because so many of these interesting pixels clump together, it is important to
filter out the neighboring, less-important pixels, to help speed up the pixel-matching
process. The pixel-matching algorithm is O( N 2 ) , so the smaller the N, the faster it can
go. The details of how pixels are matched up are in Section 5.4.
The next few sections will discuss how speedup was achieved for sampling
images, and the different fine-tuning algorithms used to remove neighboring pixels.

5.3.1

Sub-sampling Speedup
To speed up how the algorithm collects interesting points, the integral image is

sampled once every third pixel horizontally and vertically (1/9 of the total number of
pixels). This sampling gets close enough to interesting points fairly easily. This also
causes the sampling algorithm to speedup linearly: it can run up to 9 times faster. This is
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a very common approach used in multiscale sampling algorithms: blur the image and
sub-sample it: the whole image does not need to be sampled for accurate information to
be gleaned.
Once these interesting pixels have been found using the initial pass, a second set
of samples is taken near the points that were found to be interesting. This samples the
other 8 pixels that were not sampled, but only around the interesting pixels, and then
choose the best of all 9 pixels to be the most interesting pixel in that 9-pixel region. This
process is referred to as pixel flow, and is shown in Figure 42, where part (a) is the initial
sampling pass, and highlights the pixels that were deemed interesting in red, part (b) is
where all the pixels surrounding the interesting pixels were sampled (in purple), and
part (c) shows what the new, most-interesting pixels are. Notice that some of these pixels
may move to a different place, while others may not. The 3x3 window sampled for
finding more-interesting neighbor pixels is referred to as the flow window.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 42 – Sub-sampling and fine-tuning

The every-third-pixel sampling style is purely a preferential choice.

The

parameter specifying the sampling step can be set to whatever size necessary, but if too
large, will not sample enough points that can be matched-up between two images. By
looking at a few image pairs it was seen that every three pixels allowed for fast sampling
with accurate matching.
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5.3.2

Original Fine Tuning
Originally, the sampling algorithm was designed to filter out interesting pixels

that were found within five pixels of each other. As new interesting pixels are found, if
there is another interesting pixel within five pixels of that pixel, the more interesting pixel
is kept, while the less-interesting pixel is dropped. Figure 43 shows the pixels that were
found after all less-interesting pixels within five pixels of more interesting pixels are
dropped from Figure 41.

Figure 43 – Dropping nearby interesting pixels

Once all the interesting pixels had been found within the image, and then pixel
flow is performed, as demonstrated in Figure 42. This always found the most interesting
pixels within the image, while sampling only a small portion of the image.

5.3.3

Gradient Descent
The second major variant on the algorithm was to pick interesting points, and then

recursively apply the pixel flow algorithm until the pixels no longer shift. This is like
allowing the pixels to flow toward the most interesting positions, until they cannot move
anymore. This is demonstrated in Figure 44. Notice how more tightly grouped all these
pixels are compared to the pixels in Figure 41.
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Figure 44 – Interesting points that "flow" to more interesting points

5.3.4

Post Filtering Gradient Descent
Noticing how all the pixels in Figure 44 tend to clump together lead to a

realization: recursive pixel flow will find the absolute most interesting pixels in the
image. This led to the next variation, which is to allow all pixels to flow until they stop,
and then filter out duplicates. This is demonstrated in Figure 45. It produces slightly
fewer pixels than those in Figure 43, but these pixels are of very good quality.

Figure 45 – Flowing until best pixels found

To help this flow-then-filter algorithm work faster, once each pixel has been
evaluated, its value is cached so that it does not need to be evaluated again: other pixels
that are deemed important tend to follow the paths of other nearby pixels that have
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already flowed. The pixels chosen by this algorithm are good quality, and not very
similar to other pixels in the image. In some images, though, pixels are chosen that are
two pixels apart because no pixels in-between the two are greater than the ones on either
side. To help keep this from happening, the flow window was expanded to two pixels on
either side of the pixel in question, for a total of 24 new evaluations to look for interesting
pixels. The results of this adjustment are shown in Figure 46. Fewer interesting pixels
are found through this approach, but a higher percentage of the pixels found match up
than in previous iterations. This algorithm is the one that is used in the final pixelmatching algorithm.

Figure 46 – Flowing across 25 pixels

5.3.5

Region Sizes
When looking for interesting points, the size of the regions in Figure 32 matters.

For scenes where colors change quickly across the image (high frequency), such as the
grass in Figure 46, larger regions are necessary, whereas if everything is relatively
smooth (low frequency), the region size can be smaller. For example, if the images in
Figure 46 are sampled with regions that are four pixels across, they will pick up a lot of
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pixels in the grass, that are not matched up with subsequent images very easily. This is
demonstrated in Figure 47.

Figure 47 – Pixel finding with region width of 4

Although a lot of pixels were found in Figure 47, the pixels in the grass did not
match up very well, whereas many of the pixels in the trees matched up. These pixels
were found using regions that are half the width of the Xs. The grass is not very
important, because it changes a lot as the robot drives forward, but the trees and buildings
in the background are more important. When multiple points in the second image match
the same point in the first image, only the closest match is kept: this probably accounts
for the high number of unmatched points.

Figure 48 – Pixel finding with region width of 8
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Figure 49 – Pixel finding with region width of 16

Figure 50 – Pixel finding with region width of 32

Figures 48, 49, and 50 show how the pixel-finding algorithm performs with
regions of width 8, 16, and 32 respectively. These images also have black squares drawn
on them to show what regions of the image are sampled for a particular point.
A region width of 16 is used in the final algorithm. The pixels found in Figure 49
are not the same as those found in Figure 46. The threshold for finding pixels was
dropped from 17.5 to 10 in these figures to illustrate the problems with surfaces that have
high frequency changes: more interesting pixels are found at the lower threshold,
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illustrating the problems that would be encountered when viewing higher frequency
surfaces. The threshold and region width were chosen specifically to counteract future
high-frequency problems, although fine-tuning could probably be done to optimize speed
or accuracy.

5.4

Pixel Matching Algorithm
The most important part of the image correlation algorithm is how interesting

pixels in one image are matched to the interesting pixels in the following image. If pixels
match up well, an accurate prediction of movement within the scene can be made. If
pixels do not match up very well, an accurate prediction cannot be made.
The algorithms that match up interesting pixels between images went through
several changes. A simple algorithm was developed, which works pretty well, but a
slightly more complicated version helped to match images that have changed a lot. The
longer an image can be compared against future images, the more tracking-point drift
(Section 3.2.2) will be minimized.

5.4.1

Simple Euclidean Distance
The most expensive portion of the pixel-matching algorithm is the distance metric

between pixels. When the best pixels are found, certain values are stored about those
pixels: the red (R), green (G), blue (B), and gray (W) values of each region sampled
(Figure 32), for a total of 16 values. For region A, in Figure 32, its values are referred to
by R A , G A , BA , and WA . If there are two pixels being compared, the values for region A
in the first image are RA1 , G A1 , BA1 , and WA1 . Then the distance between a pixel in the
first image ( P1 ) and a pixel in the second image ( P2 ) is computed with Equation 14,
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where d ( P1 , P2 ) is the distance between the pixels. N1 , and N 2 are two regions being
compared (as used, they are same region from each pixel).

(

f ( N1 , N 2 ) = RN1 − RN 2

) + (G
2

N1

− GN 2

) + (B
2

N1

− BN 2

) + (W
2

N1

− WN 2

d ( P1 , P2 ) = f ( P1A , P2 A ) + f ( P1B , P2 B ) + f ( P1C , P2C ) + f ( P1D , P2 D )

)

2

(14)

A maximum distance of 50 is used to easily filter out mismatched pixels. This
value was chosen just based on how well most pixels in images matched up. That value
is squared (to 2500) so that the sum of squares can still filter out mismatched pixels. The
accuracy of this algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 51.

Figure 51 – Simple pixel matching

Notice that most of the matches are accurate, but some of the matches are
incorrect. These incorrect predictions can be filtered out, but it would be better to not
mismatch these pixels in the first place. The algorithm that filters out these mismatches
will be explained in detail in Section 5.5.

5.4.2

Advanced Euclidean Distance
In most cases, while moving forward within an environment, objects tend to move

out from the center of the view. Depending on how far away the obstacles are, the
objects move out of view at different rates: the closer the object is, the faster it moves.
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Because of this movement, the colors within the sampled regions will stretch. This
stretching changes how much of each color is in the sampled regions surrounding the
pixels of interest, making it harder to match pixels between images.
To counter-act this stretching, a similar set of regions to those used in Figure 32 is
sampled to help differentiate pixels. These regions are displayed in Figure 52 as a, b, c,
and d. Notice that these regions are half the width of regions A, B, C, and D. Also, a, b,
c, and d are just subsets of the values in, A, B, C, and D.

C

D
c d
a b

A

B
x

x

Figure 52 – Sampling an inner region for more data

Because many interesting pixels are detected at the transitions between objects,
these inner regions are going to remain more stable compared to the colors in the outer
regions. To handle all these new values, the Euclidean distance equation (Equation 14) is
changed to look like the equation in Equation 15:

(
) + (G − G ) + (B − B ) + (W − W )
f ' ( P , P ) = 2[ f ( P , P ) + f ( P , P ) + f ( P , P ) + f ( P , P )]
f ( N1 , N 2 ) = RN1 − RN 2
1

2

1a

2a

2

2

N1

1b

N2

2b

2

N1

1c

2

N2

2c

N1

1d

N2

2d

(15)

d ( P1 , P2 ) = f ( P1A , P2 A ) + f ( P1B , P2 B ) + f ( P1C , P2C ) + f ( P1D , P2 D ) + f ' ( P1 , P2 )
f ' ( P1 , P2 ) compares the distance between the inner regions, a, b, c, and d.

Because the inner set of these features changes less than the outer portion does, the
distance calculated for the inner regions is doubled, and then added to the distance of the
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outer regions. This has the effect of making the inner section more important when
matching points. The effectiveness of this is matching style is demonstrated in Figure 53,
which compares the same images as are in Figure 51.

Figure 53 – Advanced pixel matching

This figure shows fewer pixels matching between these two images, but this is
because the threshold of closeness is still set at 50. To match up the same pixels, this
closeness minimum should be increased to at least 100. Figure 54 demonstrates that,
when using a weight of 100, roughly the same number of pixels are matched up as in
Figure 51, but these pixels match more accurately.

Figure 54 – Advanced pixel matching with higher threshold
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Figure 54 also demonstrates how the inner portion around a pixel does not move,
while the outer portion sampled may move quite a bit. Notice the nested white squares.
The upper-left and upper-right regions each have lights in the first image, but those lights
are not in those outer regions in the second image. The inner regions, however, have
changed very little, if at all.

5.5

Tracking-Point Prediction Algorithm
After all the interesting pixels in the image have been matched up, a prediction

still needs to be made. The point that the robot is tracking (which it is supposed to drive
toward) may not be an interesting point, so this algorithm cannot track it directly (just
like with the edge detection algorithm). As a result, the movement of the interesting
pixels from image to image needs to be combined to give an estimate of the movement
for the point that is being tracked.

5.5.1

Average the Predictions
A simple way of combining these movements would be to average their

predictions. Figure 55 shows how this works out on the brick-filled sidewalk at BYU.
The point being tracked is the green circle in the left image, and its estimated position is
the green circle in the right image. The green line helps show what the algorithm
estimates as movement for that point.
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Figure 55 – Averaging the movement of interesting pixels

In this instance, averaging the pixel movements produces an answer that is quite a
bit off of where it should be: it should end up on the lower-right corner of the pot that is
shown in the left image. When applied to the Gold Standard, the average drift of the
pixel-matching algorithm is 5.0 pixels. This amount of drift is unacceptable: the robot
will get off course pretty quickly. There is still an outlier in this data, so without the
outlier, the average drift becomes 2.8 pixels. Pretty good, but as will be shown, this can
be improved upon.

5.5.2

Weight the Predictions
Averaging the predictions handles situations where the camera pans. But if the

robot moves forward, the predictions are not as accurate. Poor performance from the
averaging algorithm is especially true when there are a lot of obstacles near the robot.
This can be seen by how the pixels match up in the lower half of Figure 55: the pixel
predictions are worse. They are also very far away from the point being tracked. If the
pixels near the point being tracked are favored, the predictions may be more accurate. To
do this, a simple weighting algorithm is used to adjust how much each pixel may vote for
the final tracking-point’s position.
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w=

1
(d + c)

(16)

In the first image, each pixel is a certain distance, d, from the tracking point. The
weight given to a particular pixel is the inverse of its distance from the tracking point
added to some constant, c. The prediction for the position of the point, p, being tracked is
given in Equation 17.
p=

∑ (d * w)
∑w

(17)

The results of applying this weighted prediction are shown in Figure 56.
Although the prediction is better, it is still inaccurate. In this particular example, c is
equal to 100. A smaller value (closer to 10) gives a better result for these particular
images, but in most other image pairs, it is better to have the larger value. When applied
to the Gold Standard, weighting caused the average drift to be 4.6 pixels (2.4 pixels
without the outlier). This is an improvement, but not a great improvement.
This weighting algorithm favors pixels found near the tracking point, but not well
enough to accurately predict the tracking-point’s position. Even though the algorithm
tries to take into account the natural movement of pixels within the scene because of the
geometry of the environment, without trying to reconstruct the geometry, the weighting is
not sufficient to accurately predict pixel movement.
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Figure 56 – Weighting the movement of interesting pixels

5.5.3

Filter with the Standard Deviation
Apparently the pixels that predict movement incorrectly have too much sway over

the final prediction for the point being tracked (see Figure 56). There are many more
pixels that predict movement within the image correctly, so a way of filtering the poor
predictors was introduced.
First, the average prediction for movement is calculated, but the standard
deviation for that prediction is also calculated. Any pixels that predict outside of one
standard deviation of the average prediction are not considered. This process is similar to
classic RANSAC filtering techniques commonly used in image processing, except that
this is a single-pass technique [FIS81].

This prediction is on top of a weighted

prediction, and had an amazing effect on the predictions of the interesting pixels.
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Figure 57 – Prediction using standard deviation

Although the tracking point is not exactly where it should be (it is just a few
pixels to the right of where it should be), it is very close. In most situations it is right on
track to where it should be. With the Gold Standard, the average drift became 3.43 pixels
(1.2 pixels without the outlier): a much greater improvement for tracking accuracy.

5.5.4

Use Standard Deviation of Line Lengths
While driving the robot in some situations, it was discovered that the robot had a

slight bias to the left or right when predicting, depending on the environment. After
collecting data in these environments, and analyzing the output of the prediction
algorithms, it was discovered that the standard deviation filter would often chop off a
large group of valid pixels when predicting.
As the robot drives down a hallway, all the points in the image tend to move
outward from the center. This pixel movement is known as the focus of expansion. The
focus of expansion movement is only truly identified when a robot is driving forward,
because any side-to-side movement introduces confounding motion. By observing the
predictions in Figure 54, you can see how half of the matched pixels would be dropped:
half point to the left, and half point to the right. The same situation can happen vertically.
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As a result, the standard deviation filter will choose only one side of the image to use for
predictions, based upon which side has less pixel movement.
To overcome the bias in predictions, the standard deviation algorithm was
changed to filter based on the length of the prediction lines (depicted in yellow), instead
of the direction of movement. In most situations the pixels will have similar line lengths,
although they may all point inward or outward. This is especially true for images that are
close together in time, because all the lines will all point in the same direction. Images
that are further apart in time will have lines that behave more like the lines in Figure 54:
the objects that are closer to the robot will move outward in the image at a faster rate than
distant objects, making their lines longer. Near the center of the image is the distant wall:
all the lines that come out from the center move at about the same rate, but in different
directions.
If a point predicts incorrectly, it usually produces a really long line (such as those
in Figure 57), while the rest of the pixels produce similarly short lines.

Now the

algorithm only looks at pixels that have a prediction with a total movement within one
standard deviation of the average prediction movement. The results of this prediction are
shown in Figure 58. Also, this filter typically favors distant features, because features on
nearby objects move out of the scene more quickly. The features that are distant are also
more stable environmental cues, and give a better prediction of overall movement within
the environment.
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Figure 58 – Prediction filtering based on line length

When run against the gold standard, the total average drift becomes 3.5 pixels (1.3
without the outlier). This performs slightly worse than the original standard deviation
filter, but that result is likely because most of the images in the Gold Standard are
sampled very close together in time: chopping off half the points means that the other
half still point in the correct direction, with the same amount of movement.
As can be seen, this line-length filter predicts even better than the original
standard deviation algorithm (as shown in Figure 57). This still uses distance-weighted
predictions to emphasize predictions from the closest pixels.

5.5.5

Tracking-Point Prediction Parameterization
The algorithm for tracking an individual point between two images is

parameterized so that it can be tuned easily. There are two parameters in this function:
•

MatchDifference – The maximum difference between two interesting
pixels to be considered a match.

•

DenominatorAdditive – The constant added in the denominator of the
weighting equation (c from Equation 16) when combining movements
together.
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5.6

Using An Image History While Driving
The robot driving algorithm is the same as Algorithm 5 (described in Section 4.5).

It is repeated here as Algorithm 8.
Image LI = the image the user clicked
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
IImageComparer comparer = pixel-matching correlation
while driving {
Image NI = get image from camera
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(LI, NI)
TP = map.mapPoint(TP)
LI = NI
adjust driving direction based on TP
}
Algorithm 8 – Simple tracking of a point through video

While the robot is driving, pixel drift is still a major problem. Even though
average pixel drift has been slowed to about 1.3 pixels, it is still a problem.

If the robot

is drifting by 1 pixel per image pair, it can drift as much as 15 pixels per second. At that
rate, after 10 seconds, the tracking point will no longer be in the robot’s vision. By
comparing images in creative ways, this drift can be mediated so that the robot can drive
forward accurately. The next few subsections describe the different image comparison
algorithms that were developed to help reduce pixel-drift for the pixel-matching
algorithm.

5.6.1

Image-to-Image History
A very simple history is to always keep the last image and its tracking point.

When the next image arrives, compare it to the last one, and then store that image and the
predicted point for the next image. This is Algorithm 8, but it does nothing to reduce
pixel-drift.
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Pixel-drift is more prominent when blurred images are correlated to a sharp
image. Figure 59 demonstrates a comparison between a sharp image (left) and a blurred
image (right). This is usually caused by wheel slippage, or when then robot starts to
move: one wheel gets traction before the other wheel, so the robot will turn quickly
before beginning to drive straight. The blurring is not as prominent when the robot is
outside because the camera shutter-speed is much faster in bright environments than dim
ones.

Figure 59 – Blurring of vision while driving

Notice how well the integral image pixel-finding algorithm grabs pixels from the
blurred image on the right, and matched them up to the pixels from the sharp image on
the left. Unfortunately, because the image is blurred, the found pixels tend to shift a little
to the side of where they should be. This is why pixel-drift is more prominent when a
blurred image is involved, but at least the robot can still track the robots direction using
these blurred images.
Even though these interesting pixels are correlated very well, the tracking point
does tend to drift a little bit when images are blurred because the best interesting points
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are harder to differentiate, and may cross pixel boundaries.

If images are blurred

regularly, relying on an image-to-image history will be less accurate than it should be.
In experiments using an image-to-image history, the robot would accumulate
drift, and finally drive out of bounds sooner than it should have. The robot would drive
out of bounds after about 20-30 feet.

5.6.2

Multiple-Image History
An alternative way to compensate for such drift is to keep a larger history of

images. For example, the last five images from the camera, along with the tracking point
as tracked in each image. Each of these images would be compared against the “new
image” from the camera, and the average of their predictions used as the tracking-point in
the “new image”.
Although this slows down the rate at which images can be processed by the robot,
it can be sped up through various caching schemes. The main scheme is to caching all
the interesting pixels and their features found in the previous images. This way these
pixels do not need to be calculated again. In the end, the overhead of averaging the
predictions of these images is very low, so the robot still processes images fairly quickly:
it will process approximately 20 frames per second.
Unfortunately, the robot still drifted as it drove. The cumulative effect of drifting
pixels added up more slowly than with an image-to-image history, but it added up
nonetheless: the robot would drift out of the corridor at about 50 feet.
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5.6.3

Sub-Sampled History
The biggest problem with pixel-drift is that any drift that is introduced between

two images will be propagated through any subsequent images. A way to slow this
propagation down is to only let the drift be introduced once in a while. This can be done
by only changing “last image” less frequently.

A regular interval was chosen for

updating the image history: once every 15 frames. Figure 60 shows the ideal driving path
(blue line), the image-to-image history path (dotted red line), and the regular history path
(dashed green line). Imagine that the breaks in the lines as places where the history is
updated: you can see how updating less frequently has less cumulative drift over time.

Figure 60 – Regular interval drift

Algorithm 9 shows how Algorithm 8 was altered to improve tracking from
through a sub-sampled history.
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History H = object that queues last 5 images
Image LI = the image the user clicked
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
for int i = 1 to 5 {
H.push(new ImageAndPoint(LI, TP))
}
IImageComparer comparer = pixel-matching comparer
count = 0
while driving {
count = count + 1
Image NI = get image from camera
Point temp = new Point(0, 0)
for each ImageAnPoint IP in H {
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(IP.IM, NI)
temp = temp + map.mapPoint(IP.P)
}
temp = temp / 5
if count > 15 then {
H.push(new ImageAndPoint(NI, temp))
count = 0
}
adjust driving direction based on temp
}
Algorithm 9 – Tracking with periodic history updates

Even though the history (H) gets a new image (NI) once in a while, every single
image coming from the camera is compared to the history of images. If the robot slips,
the robot will catch that slip and correct it immediately.
The spread out history could help to slow down the cumulative drift, but instead it
made the drift worse. Apparently, the oldest images in the history do not correlate as
well to the images coming from the camera, so they pull the predictions further off of
what they should have been at. As a result, the robot would still drift out of its corridor
after about 50 feet. Having only one image in the history improves its ability to drive.
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Image LI = the image the user clicked
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
IImageComparer comparer = pixel-matching correlation
count = 0
while driving {
count = count + 1
Image NI = get image from camera
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(LI, NI)
Point temp = temp + map.mapPoint(IP.P)
if count > 15 then {
LI = NI
TP = temp
count = 0
}
adjust driving direction based on temp
}
Algorithm 10 – Single-image history tracking with subsampled history

With the simplified sub-sampling algorithm shown in Algorithm 10, the robot
would sometimes drive to the end of its corridor, and other times it would drift out of the
corridor after 60 feet. 60 feet is a very good distance, but not quite good enough.

5.6.4

Adaptive History
By learning from the previous history algorithms, it can be seen that updating the

history image is good, but it should be done at the right time. In some situations, the
environment changes quickly, so the history needs to be updated quickly. In other
environments, the history changes infrequently, so the history does not need to be
updated as frequently.
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Image LI = the image the user clicked
Image PI = LI
Point TP = the point the user clicked in LI
Point PP = TP
IImageComparer comparer = pixel-matching correlation
while driving {
Image NI = get image from camera
IPointMap map = comparer.compare(LI, NI)
Point temp = temp + map.mapPoint(IP.P)
if map.NumMatched / map.Second.NumFound > 0.3 then {
LI = PI
TP = PP
}
PI = NI
PP = temp
adjust driving direction based on PP
}
Algorithm 11 – Adaptive history for point tracking

The adaptive history only keeps a last image (LI) and a previous image (PI) from
the camera in its history. When less than 30 percent of interesting pixels from the newest
image (NI) are matched to the last image, the previous image (PI) is stored in the last
image, and driving continues normally.
The minimum percentage is not an arbitrary percentage.

Several runs were

performed with the percentages surrounding 30, in increments of 5 percent. 30 was
chosen because it helped the robot drive the longest without needing to change the
“History Image” with a minimum amount of drift. In environments where the obstacles
generating interesting pixels are far away, the scenery does not change much: it just tends
to slide around, as though it is on a piece of paper (observe Figure 46). In environments
where the obstacles are nearby, the scenery tends to change much more, as nearby
obstacles move past, and distant obstacles stay stationary (observe Figure 54). The
longer the robot can drive without having to update its history, the straighter it should go.
Therefore, the adaptive history is useful, because in situations where the obstacles are
distant, the robot can use an image to compare to new images for a long time. But in
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situations where the environment changes much more, because obstacles are nearby, the
robot can update its history only as needed, which reduces the total cumulative drift to a
minimum.
The pixel-matching correlation code works best when changes between images
are small (or, in other words, the images are taken one right after the other), so keeping
the changes small for as long as possible allows the correlating algorithm to track the
important point as long as possible, while introducing as little drift as possible. As a
result, the adaptive history works very well.

5.7

Driving Results
As was noted in Section 5.6.1, the pixel-matching algorithm performed very well

with blurred images.

On the other hand, the Vertical Edge Detection algorithm

(Chapter 3) has the most trouble when working with blurred images. As was noted in
Section 5.2.7, the pixel-matching algorithm also performs very well on the Gold
Standard. This can be best observed by comparing Figure 23 with Figure 40.
Now, using the adaptive history (Section 5.6.4) while driving the robot, the robot
will drive straight for a long time, in a variety of environments. Figure 61 gives a
comparison of the robot driving without correction help, with edge detection correction,
and with pixel-matching correction. For a detailed description of the environments the
robot was driven in, please refer to Section 4.5.4.
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Figure 61 – Comparison of odometry, edge detection, and pixel matching

The only situation where the robot did not do as well as was hoped is the
DimHallway environment. Down the right side of the hallway is an enclave that does not
show up at one end of the hall, but will show up as the robot drives forward. The left
image in Figure 62 shows what the hallway looks like as it starts to drive, and the right
image shows what the enclave looks like after driving down the hallway for a while.

Figure 62 – DimHallway environment with enclave on the right
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There is a door in the enclave, which introduces many pixels into the vision of the
robot. As these pixels appear, they start to pull the robot to the right, into the enclave,
instead of the end of the hallway where it should go. The driving and correlation
algorithms could be improved to help the robot drive better in the DimHallway
environment, but as these algorithms exist, the robot still drives forward very well in a
variety of environments.
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Chapter 6. Contributions
A robot has been constructed from a simple design. It uses passive sensing to
navigate in an environment. The robot does not need a map of its environment to operate
in that environment. The robot is user-directed, instead of autonomous, but it is assistive
when driving, such that it can be neglected for a long period of time.

Also, the

algorithms presented in this paper allow the robot to drive in a variety of environments.
Using vision, the robot can operate silently, without interfering with the sensing
performed by other robots.

It does not need to broadcast anything to sense its

environment, and the form-factor for its sensor (the camera) can be very small.
Two major algorithms have been developed to help the robot drive straight by
tracking the user-specified robot destination (tracking-point). The first algorithm uses
integral images to quickly find vertical edges within an image and matches them to
vertical edges within another image. Using the distance between the detected edges and
the tracking-point in the first image, a new position is estimated for the tracking-point in
the other image. The second algorithm (pixel-matching) uses integral images to find
interesting pixels in the two images and matches them up. Then, using the movement of
each detected and matched pixel, the movement of the tracking-point is estimated.
The pixel-matching algorithm allows the robot to drive in a variety of
environments without any algorithm tuning in each environment. By fine-tuning the
vertical-edge detection algorithm, it may be possible to use this algorithm to drive the
robot in a variety of environments as well. Having an algorithm that needs less tuning is
much more important, though, because several robots can easily be introduced to a new
environment and used easily.
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6.1

Future Work
A prominent avenue for future work relevant to this thesis is the development of

new point-tracking algorithms. An example of an algorithm that could be developed is
an integral image implementation of optical flow. This algorithm would use integral
images to track the flow of light through its vision, possibly providing more accurate
tracking information.
Another avenue of possible exploration is to fine-tune the algorithms presented in
this thesis. New alterations that make the algorithms more accurate and/or faster could
be implemented. In all cases, the various parameters on the algorithms could be tuned to
produce better results.
Larger volumes of Gold Standard data could be collected so that automated
optimizations to the algorithms are less-likely to over-fit the Gold Standard data. Also,
video could be collected and annotated so that the driving algorithms could be tested and
optimized automatically.
Finally, the point-tracking algorithms could be supplemented with obstacleavoidance and/or path-planning algorithms. These augmentations could be tested to see
how well they facilitate human users: how well do the algorithms improve the
neglectability of the robots.
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